
fluoro swirl balloons

DIY Instructions by

STEP 1 Choose a suitable flat surface  and cover 
with a protective layer - it might get messy! 
Get all your supplies ready here.

You will need: 
-  Educational Colours Fluoroscent 
   Rainbow Paints
-  White Balloons
-  Balloon sticks and cups

STEP 2

If your kids love fun, bright colours and balloons, then you will love this DIY project! I’ll 
show you how to make these colourful Fluoro Swirl Balloons with the Educational 
Colours Fluorescent Rainbow Paint range. I absolutely love these paints, because not 
only are they a bright and happy colour palette - they are perfect for kids to play 
with. The paints are made in Australia, non-toxic and washable... just ideal for child 
friendly DIY projects!

Squeezing and Squishing 
Paint! Grab a balloon and 
flatten it out as much as 
you can.
Squeeze some paint onto 
the balloon. Then flip the 
balloon over and do the 
same on the other side.

Little hands will love 
helping with this part. If 
they want to get their 
hands in and squish around 
the paint as well then go 
for it!



STEP 3 As soon as you’ve applied the paint 
(while it is still wet) blow up and 
tie-off the balloons! Then attach them 
to balloon sticks and cups, and put 
them aside in a vase to dry. Once 
they have dried they are ready to go.

You can experiment with how much paint you put on the balloons. 
Less paint gives more of a contrasting squiggle effect, more gives 
a marbling effect. Don’t worry if it looks like a lot of paint on the 
balloon when it is deflated - once you blow it up the surface area 
increases so much it all spreads out.

Try not to get paint on the stem of the balloon, so you can blow it 
up without getting paint all over you!

Don’t pop or get anything sharp near the balloons when they are 
wet - you will end up with a paint explosion! 

Just note that later on if the finished balloons get wet (e.g. rain or 
from little ones mouthing them), the paint will run.  

tips

Follow me for more DIy inspiration 

I hope you loved doing this project as much as we did and had a blast making these 
colourful and fun balloons with your little ones! 

We would love to see what you create, so be sure to post images on our facebook page or 
tag us on instagram with #cleverpoppydiy! And be sure to check out ‘Clever Poppy’ on 
Youtube to see our fun video for this project and more.


